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TO:

All Franchisees and Corporate Managers

FROM:

Crystal Davies, Business Intelligence and Operations Manager

RE:

Weekly Skip Report- Week of October 18, 2021

Congrats to our top performers this week!

Top delivery and takeout tips
1. Again, our courier wait times and order push times are creeping up this week, adjusting your prep times
for peak revenue periods will help reduce these hold times and help improve your overall scores. Adding
this to your twice daily line check and or management floor checklist routine is a great way to remind
your shift leaders to do this for each revenue period
2. As the weather is getting cooler it is important to ensure that our skip drivers have the proper insulated
bags. Please ensure that the drivers are zipping up the bags properly before leaving the restaurant.
3. Integration is a great tool to increase efficiency with your delivery platforms. With stores that are fully
integrated with Squirrel and X-Dine have seen higher platform scores. Integration eliminates the chances
for human error to occur. Once the order is accepted on the tablet the order will automatically inject into
the Squirrel System, print in the kitchen, and close the bill. Leaving only preparing the order and
packing the order for your team. Many locations have this and have seen positive results.
If you are interested in the integration for your location. Please contact Crystal Davies
cdavies@smittys.ca.
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There are some exciting new features that has been released into the Skip portal.
Analytics tab allows you to review performance for the following gross Sales, orders volume, average
Ticket size, and Menu Conversions. This is a great tool for measuring your location’s performance.
Another great tool that has been released is the Secret Sauce in this feature Skip offers training, tips, and
articles.
If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out.
Warmest regards,

Crystal Davies

Business Intelligence and Operations Manager

